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Abstract
Inter-cell interference (ICI) is one of the major performance-limiting factors in the context of
modern cellular systems. To tackle ICI, coordinated multi-point (CoMP) schemes have been proposed
as a key technology for next-generation mobile communication systems. Although CoMP schemes offer
promising theoretical gains, their performance could degrade significantly because of practical issues
such as limited backhaul. To address this issue, we explore a novel uplink interference management
scheme called anywhere decoding, which requires exchanging just a few bits of information per coding
interval among the base stations (BSs). In spite of the low overhead of anywhere decoding, we observe
considerable gains in the outage probability performance of cell-edge users, compared to no cooper-
ation between BSs. Additionally, asymptotic results of the outage probability for high-SNR regimes
demonstrate that anywhere decoding schemes achieve full spatial diversity through multiple decoding
opportunities, and they are within 1.5 dB of full cooperation.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the exponential growth in the demand for mobile data, wireless systems in general are
experiencing densification of the wireless network elements that provide mobile data access.
A notable example of wireless systems that have followed this densification trend is cellular
systems, in which the high demand for data has been addressed through the introduction of
heterogeneous cellular networks (HCNs) [1]. HCNs are a paradigm shift in the deployment of
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2cellular network infrastructure, moving away from expensive high-power macro base stations
mounted on towers to less expensive lower-power small cells mounted on buildings and light
poles. Small cells include microcells, picocells, femtocells as well as distributed antenna systems,
all of which are distinguished by their transmit power, coverage areas, physical size, backhaul,
and propagation characteristics. Macrocells are typically interconnected through high-speed fiber
optics links, whereas small cells are backhaul-constrained due to deployment limitations, putting
constraints on the cooperation mechanisms.
As wireless networks become more and more dense, we expect higher-quality signal reception,
thanks to reduced distance between the transmitters and desired receivers. However, due to
scarcity of the spectrum, wireless systems have to reuse the available spectrum, which in turn
leads to excessive interference. In the context of small cells, inter-cell interference (ICI) is
one of the major performance-limiting factors, which has fueled research to develop interfer-
ence management mechanisms and technologies. On the cellular standardization front, some of
these interference management schemes have been unified into coordinated multipoint (CoMP)
techniques [2], [3], which is one of the key features of LTE-Advanced. It has been shown
that dynamically coordinating the transmission and reception of signals across multiple cells
could lead to significant gains in coverage and capacity by avoiding or mitigating interference
[4]. At a high level, these interference management mechanisms can be categorized as uplink
(CoMP reception) and downlink (CoMP transmission) schemes. In this paper, we focus on uplink
interference management schemes, motivated by the surge in the uplink traffic in the recent years,
due to proliferation of smartphones and applications with user-generated content.
A. Related Work
In this subsection, we review some of the major uplink interference management schemes in
the literature. Uplink CoMP reception schemes can often be used with legacy terminals and are
usually based on proprietary signal processing concepts, hence requiring little or no changes to
standards. At a high-level, uplink interference mitigation schemes for cellular networks can be
categorized into three major classes:
3Interference-aware detection: In this scheme, no cooperation is necessary between the BSs.
Instead, BSs estimate the channels of interfering terminals and either perform successive inter-
ference cancellation (SIC), take spatial characteristics of interference into account in adjusting
receive filters, i.e., interference rejection combining (IRC), or implement a combination of these
two schemes (IRC+SIC) [5].
Joint multicell scheduling, interference prediction, or multicell link adaptation: In these
cooperative schemes, the BSs exchange information in order to coordinate resource usage and
transmission strategies. Joint scheduling schemes belong to the broader class of so-called interfer-
ence coordination techniques, a notable example of which is inter-cell interference coordination
(ICIC) [6], [7] in LTE and the enhanced ICIC in LTE-Advanced. Joint scheduling schemes
generally require a relatively high backhaul load since multicell channel state information (CSI)
of all cooperating BSs must be sent to a central scheduling unit. On the other hand, interference
prediction or multicell link adaptation also leads to performance improvements in the uplink,
at the expense of having low-latency backhaul links as a crucial pre-requisite [4]. Therefore,
generally, these multicell scheduling and link adaptation schemes require the exchange of channel
information and/or scheduling decisions over the logical interfaces between BSs, e.g., X2 in LTE.
Joint multicell signal processing: For the cooperative schemes within this category, there
are different centralized or decentralized decoding structures as well as different types of pre-
processed received signals exchanged among the base stations. As two examples, distributed
interference subtraction (DIS) exchanges the decoded messages of the terminals over the backhaul
links [8], and distributed antenna systems (DAS) [9] exchange quantized receive signals to enable
centralized decoding, imposing a heavier load on backhaul, but at the same time providing a
higher gain compared to DIS.
B. Contributions of this Work
The backhaul has consistently been one of the major bottlenecks in the deployment of small
cells. Hence, a common goal of the proposed multicell processing techniques for small cells is to
optimize system performance with minimal information exchange between the BSs. Generally,
one of the major hurdles for multicell processing techniques is the amount of overhead required
4for these schemes, which increases with the number of cooperating BSs. The reason for this
increase is that including more BSs into a BS cluster requires more overhead for estimating
CSI of the BSs/user euipments (UEs) in the cluster, which decreases the ratio of the transmitted
data in a packet. For instance, it was shown in [10] that a BS cluster with more than two
BSs decreased the ergodic spectral efficiency when considering signaling overhead. Similar to
[11], [12] in which pairwise collaborative systems have been considered, we will also assume a
pairwise collaborative system in this paper.
Setting aside interference coordination schemes (which are generally aimed at avoiding inter-
ference preemptively, rather than mitigating it), there are generally three classes of interference
management schemes with different levels of data exchange among the BSs: 1) no data exchange,
2) exchange of decoded messages, and 3) exchange of quantized receive signals. In this work,
we explore a scheme called anywhere decoding [13], [14] that lies between classes 1 and 2 in
terms of backhaul load, requiring just a few bits per coding interval to be exchanged among the
BSs. Unlike conventional association schemes in which the UEs are required to be decoded at
pre-assigned BSs, anywhere decoding is based on the idea that for uplink transmissions it is not
important at which BS the signal from a specific UE is decoded. Leveraging this concept allows
us to have flexible decoding assignments through which BSs decode the UEs collaboratively.
The BSs exchange indications of the decodability of the UEs using a few bits to help each other
update the decoding assignments. We demonstrate considerable performance gains, specifically
for UEs located at cell edges, where CoMP schemes are primarily intended. The asymptotic
behavior of the outage probability in the high-SNR regime demonstrates that there is just a
1.5 dB gap between the performance of anywhere decoding and full BS cooperation in which
the BSs are connected through infinite-capacity, error-free backhaul links.
In [13], we introduced anywhere decoding in the context of interference channels, considering
the capacity region and common outage probability as the key performance metrics, and using
joint decoding at the decoders. In this paper, we explore how anywhere decoding can be
incorporated into practical cellular systems. To this end, we introduce an anywhere decoding
scheme that utilizes SIC at the BSs, rather than joint decoding as in [13].
5C. Outline
In Section II, we summarize the system model and metrics used throughout the paper. In
Section III, we perform an outage analysis for some uplink interference management schemes
in the context of cellular systems. The schemes that we analyze are based on successive inter-
ference cancellation at the BSs. Later, in Section IV, we introduce, evaluate, and compare the
performance of anywhere decoding with the schemes analyzed in Section III. We also discuss
how the performance of anywhere decoding could improve in conjunction with the DIS scheme.
Finally, in Section V, we discuss how the performance of anywhere decoding is impacted by
interference from outside the cooperating cells, using tools from stochastic geometry [15].
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND METRICS
This section describes the cellular model and introduces the key performance metric as well
as some notations that will be used throughout the paper.
A. System Model
We consider a one-dimensional (1-D) cellular model, as depicted in Fig. 1, in which two
cells are located on a line, each including a BS and a single UE, and covering an interval of
length 2d. The left and right cells and their corresponding BS and UE are indexed by 1 and 2,
respectively. We refer to cells 1 and 2 as cooperating cells in the remainder of the paper. We
consider frame synchronous uplink transmissions, incorporate path loss and Rayleigh fading in
our model, and we neglect lognormal shadowing for simplicity. The channel gain between the
i-th UE and the j-th BS is denoted by hij , and hij =
gij√
1+dαij
, where gij is zero-mean circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian with unit variance, α is the path loss exponent, and dij is the
ground distance from UE i to BS j. The channel gains hij , i, j = 1, 2 are independent, but not
identically distributed due to path loss. Let us define λij , 1 + dαij , so that |hij|2 ∼ exp(λij),
i.e., |hij|2 is exponentially distributed with mean 1/λij .
We denote the displacement of UE 1 from BS 1, and of UE 2 from BS 2, by z and t,
respectively. Considering the BS locations as the respective origin, and assuming that the positive
6Fig. 1: The 1-D grid-based cellular model.
direction is from left to right, we have −d ≤ z, t ≤ d. Now, we can write the distances in terms
of z and t: d11 = |z|, d22 = |t|, d12 = 2d − z, and d21 = 2d + t. We assume that UE 1 and
UE 2 transmit with rates R1 and R2, respectively. In the next sections, we will consider different
scenarios regarding the respective locations of the users as well as their transmit powers.
B. Metric and Notations
As opposed to [13], where we considered common metrics such as the common outage
probability, in this paper, we consider the individual outage probability as the key metric. Let
us consider a point-to-point transmission in which UE i transmits to BS j with transmit power
Pi and transmission rate Ri, and define θi = 2Ri − 1. By incorporating the impact of fading and
Gaussian noise, the outage probability of UE i at BS j is defined as [16]
P
(
log2
(
1 +
Pi|hij|2
N0
)
< Ri
)
= P
(
Pi|hij|2
N0
< θi
)
, i, j ∈ {1, 2}, (1)
where N0 is the noise power. The quantity Pi|hij|2/N0 is the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
In the remainder of the paper, we normalize N0 to one, without loss of generality. Now, consider
the case of concurrent transmissions from UE i and UE i′, and BS j intends to decode UE i
treating the interference from UE i′ as noise. In this case, the outage probability is
P
(
Pi|hij|2
1 + Pi′ |hi′j|2 < θi
)
, i, j ∈ {1, 2}, , i′ = 3− i, (2)
where the quantity Pi|hij|2/(1 + Pj|hi′j|2) is the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR), and θi is called the SINR decoding threshold. In order for the transmission of UE i to
7be decodable at BS j, the SINR of UE i at BS j needs to exceed the SINR decoding threshold.
The asymptotic case of θi → 0, which will be considered in the remainder of the paper, refers
to the high-reliability regime.
For compactness in the remainder of the paper, we define the following notation:
• Eij: The event that UE i is decoded successfully at BS j, treating the other user, UE i′ as
noise, i.e.,
Eij : Pi|hij|
2
1 + Pi′ |hi′j|2 ≥ θi, i, j ∈ {1, 2}, i
′ = 3− i. (3)
The two events Eij and Eij′ are independent if j 6= j′.
• Aij: The event that UE i is decoded successfully at BS j, treating UE i′ as noise or using
successive interference cancellation, i.e.,
Aij = Eij ∪
(
Ei′j ∩ {Pi|hij|2 ≥ θi}
)
. (4)
• The complement of event E is denoted by Ec.
• The intersection of the two events A and B is sometimes denoted by AB.
III. OUTAGE ANALYSIS OF SOME INTERFERENCE MITIGATION SCHEMES
This section considers several uplink interference mitigation schemes in the literature and
characterizes their outage probabilities. To this end, we begin with two assumptions: fixed user
locations and no power control at the UEs. Later in this section, we relax these assumptions by
randomizing the user locations and incorporating power control at the UEs.
A. Fixed UE Locations, No Power Control
We assume that the locations of the UEs are fixed and the UEs transmit with equal power, i.e.,
P1 = P2 = P . The goal of this subsection is to evaluate the performance of different decoding
schemes based on these assumptions.
1) Successive Interference Cancellation with Association Based on Maximum Average Re-
ceived Power (MARP): We consider an association policy that assigns each UE to the BS at
which it has the largest average receive power. Equivalently in our model, the UEs are connected
8to their closest BSs, and we have a static long-term association, where each BS is interested in
decoding its corresponding signal of interest (SoI) coming from its associated UE. Here is how
the MARP scheme works in the context of the 2-BS, 2-UE model introduced in Section II-A:
First, each BS attempts to decode its SoI, treating the interferer as noise. If decoding is
successful, the process concludes. If decoding is not successful, the BS attempts to decode the
interferer, treating the SoI as noise. If the BS can decode the interferer, it subtracts off the
interferer from the received signal, and again tries to decode the SoI.
We denote the SINR at the BSs corresponding to the MARP association policy by SINRMARP.
In this case, if we use SIC at BS 1, there are two options for the uplink SINR of UE 1, given by
SINRMARP1 =
 P |h11|2 if E21P |h11|2
1+P |h21|2 otherwise.
(5)
Equation (5) suggests that if BS 1 can decode the interference coming from UE 2, it can cancel
UE 2’s signal from its overall received signal to improve UE 1’s decodability. Otherwise, BS 1
will treat the signal coming from UE 2 as noise. The outage event for UE 1 using this scheme,
denoted by OMARP1 , can be written as follows:
OMARP1 = Ac11 = Ec11 ∩
(Ec21 ∪ {P |h11|2 < θ1}) .
Now, the outage probability for UE 1 can be derived as follows
PMARPout1 = P
(OMARP1 ) = P(Ec11Ec21) + P(Ec11 ∩ {P |h11|2 < θ1})− P(Ec11Ec21 ∩ {P |h11|2 < θ1})
= P(Ec11Ec21) + P(P |h11|2 < θ1)− P(Ec21 ∩ {P |h11|2 < θ1}) (6)
=
 f(λ11, λ21, θ2;x) if x ≥ 1/θ2g(λ11, λ21, θ2;x) otherwise, (7)
where
f(a, b, c;x) = 1− e−axP
(
b
ax+ b
+
ae−
bc
P
(x+1)
a+ bc
)
, (8)
g(a, b, c;x) = f(a, b, c;x) + exp
(
bc(1 + x) + ax(1 + c)
P (cx− 1)
)
ab(1− cx)
(a+ bc)(ax+ b)
, (9)
9where the second term in (6) results from the fact that the event P |h11|2 < θ1 is a subset of the
event Ec11.
Asymptotically as θ1 → 0, the outage probability for UE 1 behaves as
PMARPout1 (θ1)
θ1→0∼
(
1
λ21
(
1− e−λ21θ2P
)
+
1
P
(
1− θ2e−
λ21θ2
P
))
λ11θ1, (10)
where ∼ denotes asymptotic equality.
For the symmetric case in which the UEs are transmitting at the same rate, i.e., R1 = R2 =
R, we have θ1 = θ2 = θ = 2R − 1, the outage probability is PMARP, symout1 (θ), which can be
expressed as
PMARP, symout1 (θ) =
 f(λ11, λ21, θ; θ) if θ ≥ 1g(λ11, λ21, θ; θ) otherwise, (11)
and the asymptotic outage probability in this case behaves as
PMARPout1 (θ)
θ→0∼ λ11
P
θ. (12)
We infer from (10) that, if θ1 → 0, we observe the effect of the interference from UE 2 in the
asymptotic regime; on the other hand, (12) demonstrates that the interference will be canceled
if θ1 = θ2 = θ → 0, thanks to θ2 approaching zero and the use of SIC.
MARP is a non-cooperative scheme in which there is no data exchange between the BSs over
backhaul links, and it lies under the umbrella of interference-aware detection schemes discussed
in Section I-A. We will occasionally refer to MARP as the baseline scheme in the remainder of
the paper.
2) Distributed Interference Subtraction (DIS): In this subsection, we review a scheme that
allows data exchange between the BSs, with MARP as the association policy. Looking back at
Fig. 1, assume that the signal from UE 1 is decodable at its associated BS, i.e., BS 1, but is
not strong enough to be decoded at BS 2. Therefore, the de facto option that BS 2 will have
in terms of decoding UE 2 is to treat the signal coming from UE 1 as noise. Through DIS,
the decoded message of UE 1 at BS 1 can be sent to BS 2 over the backhaul link. BS 2 can
reconstruct the received signal from UE 1, assuming that BS 2 knows the channel from UE 1
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to itself, and subtract it from its overall received signal to improve the SINR of UE 2 at BS 2.
Let us denote the SINR at the BSs corresponding to DIS by SINRDIS. In this case, the SINR
of UE 1 is
SINRDIS1 =
 P |h11|2 if E21 ∪ E22P |h11|2
1+P |h21|2 otherwise.
(13)
As we see in (13), |h12|2 does not play a role in the SINR for UE 1, because even if BS 2 can
decode UE 1, it does not report UE 1’s message to the network.
It can be verified that the outage event for UE 1 using the DIS scheme can be written as
ODIS1 = Ac11 ∩
(Ac22 ∪ {P |h11|2 < θ1}) . (14)
Compared to MARP, it is clear that the outage probability for the DIS scheme is smaller, since
the outage event for DIS is a subset of Ac11. Now, we compute the outage probability for UE 1
using the DIS scheme
P(ODIS1 ) = P(Ac11Ac22) + P(Ac11 ∩ {P |h11|2 < θ1})− P(Ac11Ac22 ∩ {P |h11|2 < θ1})
= P(Ac11)P(Ac22) + P(P |h11|2 < θ1)− P(P |h11|2 < θ1)P(Ac22), (15)
where the first term in (15) results from the fact that A11 and A22 are independent events, and
it can be verified that the event P |h11|2 < θ1 is a subset of the event Ac11, which results in the
second and third terms in (15). After calculating the probabilities of the events in (15), we derive
the outage probability for UE 1 as
PDISout1(θ1) =
 fDIS(θ1) if θ1 ≥ 1/θ2gDIS(θ1) otherwise, (16)
where
fDIS(θ1) = f(λ11, λ21, θ2; θ1)f(λ22, λ12, θ2; θ1) + (1− e−
λ11θ1
P )(1− f(λ22, λ12, θ2; θ1)),
gDIS(θ1) = g(λ11, λ21, θ2; θ1)g(λ22, λ12, θ2; θ1) + (1− e−
λ11θ1
P )(1− g(λ22, λ12, θ2; θ1)).
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3) Association Based on Maximum Instantaneous SINR (MIS): In the MARP and DIS schemes,
the fading random variables are averaged in the association policy. Considering fading, a UE
could be associated with a BS that is not necessarily the closest to the UE, but instantaneously
provides the highest UL SINR. For downlink transmissions some works have assumed that
the UEs connect to the BSs offering the highest instantaneous downlink SINR [17], mainly for
deriving a bound on the performance of the system. However, considering the notion of decoupled
uplink-downlink associations [18], we evaluate the instantaneous UL SINR as a criterion for
uplink association as in [19].
In this association policy, we have short-term BS-UE assignments based on instantaneous
realizations of the channel gains. The MIS scheme outperforms the MARP scheme in terms of
the UL SINR, at the expense of additional complexity and overhead. Let us denote the SINR at
the BSs corresponding to the MIS association policy by SINRMIS. If we utilize SIC at the BSs,
the SINR of UE 1 will be given by
SINRMIS1 =

P |h11|2 if E21 and P |h11|21+P |h21|2 >
P |h12|2
1+P |h22|2
P |h11|2
1+P |h21|2 if Ec21 and
P |h11|2
1+P |h21|2 >
P |h12|2
1+P |h22|2
P |h12|2 if E22 and P |h11|21+P |h21|2 <
P |h12|2
1+P |h22|2
P |h12|2
1+P |h22|2 if Ec22 and
P |h11|2
1+P |h21|2 <
P |h12|2
1+P |h22|2 .
(17)
To understand the SINR expression in (17), if the instantaneous receive UL SINR of UE 1 is
larger at BS 1 than BS 2, i.e., P |h11|
2
1+P |h21|2 >
P |h12|2
1+P |h22|2 , then UE 1 will be associated to BS 1. Now,
there are two options in terms of the decodability of UE 2 at BS 1. If UE 2 is decodable at
BS 1, i.e., event E21 occurs, SINRMIS1 = P |h11|2. Otherwise, BS 1 will have to treat the signal
coming from UE 2 as noise, i.e., SINRMIS1 =
P |h11|2
1+P |h21|2 . A similar argument holds true if UE 1
is assigned to BS 2, which leads to the third or fourth expressions for SINRMIS1 in (17).
Using the MIS scheme, the outage event for UE 1 can be written as
OMIS1 =
 Ac11 if
P |h11|2
1+P |h21|2 >
P |h12|2
1+P |h22|2
Ac12 otherwise.
(18)
The outage probability of for this scheme will be explored numerically in Section IV-C.
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4) Minimum Mean Square Error-Successive Interference Cancellation (MMSE-SIC): We dis-
cuss a bound on the best achievable performance through an SIC-based scheme, called MMSE-
SIC, assuming that the BSs are connected through infinite-capacity backhaul links. With these
capabilities, the two BSs mimic a single two-antenna BS, i.e., an ideal DAS scheme. The SINR
for UE 1 in this case is given by [20]
SINRMMSE-SIC1 =
 P ||h1||2 = P (|h11|2 + |h12|2) if Ph∗2(I+ Ph1h∗1)−1h2 > 2R2 − 1Ph∗1(I+ Ph2h∗2)−1h1 otherwise, (19)
and
h1 =
h11
h12
 , h2 =
h21
h22
 . (20)
For the MMSE-SIC scheme, we omit the lengthy analysis, and we rely on numerical simulations
in Section IV-C.
B. Random UE Locations with Power Control
In this subsection, we consider the system model discussed in Section II-A, with the following
two additions:
• We consider uplink power control (full path loss compensation) for the users within the
two adjacent cells, i.e., cells 1 and 2. Specifically, if we denote the transmit power of a UE
as Pt, and the target received power at the associated BS as Pr, we have Pr = APtd−αUE−BS,
where A is the propagation constant. We assume A = 1 without loss of generality.
• The two users under consideration, i.e., UE 1 and UE 2 are located randomly in an interval,
i.e., Z ∼ U [d1, d′1], and T ∼ U [d2, d′2], where di < d′i and −d < di, d′i < d, i ∈ {1, 2}.
To incorporate power control, we can reuse the outage probability expressions derived in Section
III-A considering a modified system model. For instance, instead of considering a controlled
transmit power of Pλ11 at UE 1, which means its corresponding received power at BS 1 and
BS 2 are P and Pλ11/λ12, respectively, we consider an equivalent system in which the transmit
power is P , and the power control is incorporated into the path losses. Specifically, let us denote
the updated values for λij by λPij , so that λ
P
11 = 1, λ
P
12 = λ12/λ11, λ
P
21 = λ21/λ22, and λ
P
22 = 1.
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To incorporate the effect of randomness in the UE locations, we can average the outage
probability expressions derived in Section III-A. Let us denote the outage probabilities of UE 1
for fixed and random UE locations (for any of the decoding schemes) as Pout1,f and Pout1,r,
respectively. In this case, assuming that UE 1 and UE 2 are located in the intervals [d1, d′1] and
[d2, d
′
2], respectively, we have
Pout1,r =
∫ d′2
d2
∫ d′1
d1
Pout1,f (z, t)fZT (z, t)dzdt, (21)
where fZT (z, t) is the joint pdf of the locations of UE 1 and UE 2.
IV. UPLINK INTERFERENCE MITIGATION USING ANYWHERE DECODING
In this section, we describe how the anywhere decoding algorithm [13] works using SIC at
the BSs. As opposed to the non-cooperative scheme, in which each BS has only a single SoI,
in the anywhere decoding scheme, there are two SoIs for the 2-BS, 2-UE model introduced in
Section II-A: the primary signal of interest (PSoI), which is the UE with the higher long-term
average received power, and the secondary signal of interest (SSoI), which is the UE with the
lower long-term average received power. The signals from UE 1 and UE 2 are considered to
be the PSoI and SSoI for BS 1, respectively. Throughout this section, we present the results
for fixed UE locations and no power control at the UEs. We can extend the results to support
random UE locations and power control at the UEs, by following the approach in Section III-B.
A. Anywhere Decoding with Successive Interference Cancellation (AW+SIC)
We explain the anywhere decoding algorithm in the context of our 2-BS, 2-UE model. Let
us index the cooperating cells as i and j. The three-step anywhere decoding algorithm has been
summarized in Table I, where a controller has an initial decoding assignment for BS i and BS j,
and determines the future decoding assignments based on the decoding results of previous steps.
This controller could be a separate entity, connected to BS i and BS j, or it could be a part of
each of the BSs. To make the expressions concise, we have used the following notations:
• BS i: UE i/UE j denotes a decoding assignment in which BS i decodes UE i treating UE j
as noise.
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• We represent the results of the decoding assignments by bits with “1” indicating that
decoding is successful, and “0” indicating that decoding is not successful. Because we
have two BSs, we can represent the decoding results by two bits, where the first and second
bit denote the decoding result for BS i and BS j, respectively. Since we have a decoding
assignment for a single BS in the third step of the algorithm, we represent the decoding
result by a single bit.
A functional block diagram of AW+SIC is depicted in Fig. 2. Solid and dashed arrows denote data
and control paths, respectively. The AW+SIC controller determines the decoding assignments
based on the decoding results of BS i and BS j and feeds them into the decoding engine.
Let us denote the SINR at the BSs corresponding to anywhere decoding by SINRAW+SIC. Using
AW+SIC, we will have four possibilities for the SINR of UE 1, i.e., SINRAW+SIC1 , given as
SINRAW+SIC1 =

max {P |h11|2, P |h12|2} if E21 ∩ E22
max
{
P |h11|2, P |h12|21+P |h22|2
}
if E21 ∩ Ec22
max
{
P |h11|2
1+P |h21|2 , P |h12|2
}
if Ec21 ∩ E22
max
{
P |h11|2
1+P |h21|2 ,
P |h12|2
1+P |h22|2
}
if Ec21 ∩ Ec22.
(22)
To understand (22), let us assume that UE 2 is decodable at both BS 1 and BS 2 (treating
the signal coming from UE 1 as noise). In this case, we will have two possibilities for the
SINR of UE 1: P |h11|2 and P |h12|2, and therefore, the best SINR that we can achieve is
max {P |h11|2, P |h12|2}, if we allow for the signal of UE 1 to be decoded at any of the BSs.
Additionally, if UE 2 is decodable at BS 1, but not BS 2 (treating the signal coming from UE 1 as
noise), then there will be two possibilities for the SINR of UE 1: P |h11|2 at BS 1, by subtracting
the signal coming from UE 2, and P |h12|
2
1+P |h22|2 at BS 2, by treating the signal coming from UE 2
as noise. Hence, the best SINR that we can achieve in this case is max
{
P |h11|2, P |h12|21+P |h22|2
}
.
Similar arguments can be made for the third and fourth SINR expressions in (22). Based upon
the discussion so far, the outage event for UE 1, using the AW+SIC scheme would be
OAW+SIC1 = Ac11 ∩ Ac12. (23)
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TABLE I: AW+SIC ALGORITHM FOR TWO COOPERATING CELLS.
Current Decoding Assignment Dec. Decision/ NextResult Decoding Assignment
STEP 1
BS i: UE i/UE j, BS j: UE j/UE i
11 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding
10 BS i: UE j, BS j: UE i/UE j
01 BS i: UE j/UE i, BS j: UE i
00 BS i: UE j/UE i, BS j: UE i/UE j
STEP 2
BS i: UE j, BS j: UE i/UE j
11 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding
10 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding
01 BS j: UE j
00 BS i: Stop; UE j not decodable
BS i: UE j/UE i, BS j: UE i
11 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding
10 BS i: UE i
01 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding
00 BS i: Stop; UE i not decodable
BS i: UE j/UE i, BS j: UE i/UE j
11 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding
10 BS i: UE i
01 BS j: UE j
00 BS i: Stop; both UEs not decodable
STEP 3
BS i: UE i 1 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding0 Stop; UE i not decodable
BS j: UE j 1 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding0 Stop; UE j not decodable
Decoding Engine 
(demodulation,  
decoding)
Received 
Signal 
Samples
Decoded 
Information
AW+SIC 
Controller
Decoding  
Results 
from Cell j
Decoding  
Results 
from Cell i 
Signal Cancellation 
Engine
Post- 
Cancellation 
Received  
Signal 
SamplesChannel Information 
 for Signal and Interferers 
 (from reference signals)
Scheduling Engine 
(dominant interferer  
identification, AW+SIC  
algorithm triggering)
Fig. 2: AW+SIC functional block diagram for BS i. The AW+SIC controller determines the next
decoding assignments based on the decoding results from the cooperating cells.
Now, we derive the outage probability for UE 1, using the AW+SIC scheme
P
(OAW+SIC1 ) = P(Ac11)P(Ac12), (24)
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which results from the fact that A11 and A12 are independent. After computing the probabilities
of these events, the outage probability for UE 1 would be
PAW+SICout1 (θ1) =
 fAW+SIC(θ1) if θ1 ≥ 1/θ2gAW+SIC(θ1) otherwise, (25)
where
fAW+SIC(θ1) = f(λ11, λ21, θ2; θ1)f(λ12, λ22, θ2; θ1),
gAW+SIC(θ1) = g(λ11, λ21, θ2; θ1)g(λ12, λ22, θ2; θ1).
Asymptotically, the outage probability for UE 1 is
PAW+SICout1 (θ1)
θ1→0∼
(
1− e−λ21θ2P
λ21
+
1− θ2e−
λ21θ2
P
P
)(
1− e−λ22θ2P
λ22
+
1− θ2e−
λ22θ2
P
P
)
λ11λ12θ
2
1.
(26)
For the symmetric case θ1 = θ2 = θ, the asymptotic outage probability is
PAW+SICout1 (θ)
θ→0∼ λ11λ12
P 2
θ2. (27)
B. Anywhere Decoding and Distributed Interference Subtraction (AW+DIS)
As we discussed in Section IV-B, the conventional DIS scheme restricts UE i to be decoded at
BS i, i ∈ {1, 2}. To further enhance the performance of conventional DIS, we can use anywhere
decoding in combination with DIS: if the signal from a specific UE is decoded at any of the
BSs, the corresponding decoded message will be sent to the other BS through the backhaul. Let
us denote the SINR at the BSs corresponding to anywhere decoding and DIS by SINRAW+DIS.
In this case, the SINR of UE 1, i.e., SINRAW+DIS1 is
SINRAW+DIS1 =
 max
{
P |h11|2
1+P |h21|2 ,
P |h12|2
1+P |h22|2
}
if Ec21 ∩ Ec22
max {P |h11|2, P |h12|2} otherwise.
(28)
In words, if UE 2 is not decodable at any of the BSs (treating UE 1 as noise), we have two
possibilities for the SINR of UE 1: P |h11|
2
1+P |h21|2 and
P |h12|2
1+P |h22|2 , and through AW+DIS we get the
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TABLE II: AW+DIS ALGORITHM FOR TWO COOPERATING CELLS.
Current Decoding Assignment Dec. Decision/ NextResult Decoding Assignment
STEP 1
BS i: UE i/UE j, BS j: UE j/UE i
11 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding
10 BS i: UE j, BS j: UE i/UE j
01 BS i: UE j/UE i, BS j: UE i
00 BS i: UE j/UE i, BS j: UE i/UE j
STEP 2
BS i: UE j, BS j: UE i/UE j
11 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding
10 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding
01 BS j: UE j
00 BS i UE i−−−→ BS j, BS j: UE j
BS i: UE j/UE i, BS j: UE i
11 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding
10 BS i: UE i
01 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding
00 BS j
UE j−−−→ BS i, BS j: UE j
BS i: UE j/UE i, BS j: UE i/UE j
11 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding
10 BS i
UE j−−−→ BS j, BS i: UE i, BS j: UE i
01 BS j UE i−−−→ BS i, BS i: UE j, BS j: UE j
00 BS i: Stop; both UEs not decodable
STEP 3
BS i: UE i, BS j: UE i 11,01,10 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding00 Stop; UE i not decodable
BS i: UE j, BS j: UE j 11,01,10 Both UEs decoded; finish decoding00 Stop; UE j not decodable
maximum of the two values. Otherwise, if UE 2 is decodable by at least one of the BSs, UE 1
can be decoded at both BSs free from interference, as the decoded message gets exchanged
between the BSs.
Now, we explain the AW+DIS algorithm in more detail, in the context of our 2-BS, 2-UE
model. Let us again index the cooperating cells as i and j. The three-step AW+DIS algorithm
has been summarized in Table II, where a controller has an initial decoding assignment for BS i
and BS j, and determines the future decoding assignments based on the decoding results of
previous steps. This controller could be a separate entity, connected to BS i and BS j, or it
could be a part of each of the BSs (as in Fig. 3). In addition to the notations introduced for
Table I in the AW+SIC algorithm, we use the following concise notation in Table II.
• BS i UE k−−−→ BS j means BS i sends the data of UE k to BS j.
A functional block diagram of AW+DIS is depicted in Fig. 3. Solid and dashed arrows
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Fig. 3: AW+DIS functional block diagram for BS i. The AW+DIS controller determines the
next decoding assignments based on the decoding results from the cooperating cells, and also
determines which UE’s data needs to be exchanged between the BSs.
demonstrate data and control paths, respectively. The AW+DIS controller determines the de-
coding assignments based on the decoding results of BS i and BS j and feeds them into the
decoding engine. The distinction between AW+SIC and AW+DIS is that the decoded data can
be exchanged between the BSs in the AW+DIS scheme, as depicted in Fig. 3.
Accordingly, the outage event for UE 1 using the AW+DIS scheme can be written as
OAW+DIS1 = Ac11 ∩ Ac12 ∩
(Ac22 ∪ {P |h11|2 < θ1}) .
The outage probability for UE 1, using the AW+DIS scheme is then
P(OAW+DIS1 ) = P(Ac11Ac12Ac22) + P(Ac11Ac12 ∩ {P |h11|2 < θ1})− P(Ac11Ac12Ac22 ∩ {P |h11|2 < θ1})
= P(Ac11)P(Ac12Ac22) + P(Ac12)P(P |h11|2 < θ1)− P(P |h11|2 < θ1)P(Ac12Ac22)
=
 fAW+DIS(θ1) if θ1 ≥ 1/θ2gAW+DIS(θ1) otherwise,
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where
fAW+DIS(θ1) = fAW(θ1) + e(λ12, λ22, θ2; θ1)
(
1− e−λ11θ1P − f(λ12, λ22, θ2; θ1)
)
,
gAW+DIS(θ1) = gAW(θ1) + e(λ12, λ22, θ2; θ1)
(
1− e−λ11θ1P − g(λ12, λ22, θ2; θ1)
)
,
e(λ12, λ22, θ2; θ1) =
λ12e
−λ22θ2
P
λ12 + λ22θ2
(
1− exp
(
−(λ12 + λ22θ2)θ1
P
))
.
Now that we have the outage probability expressions for AW+SIC and AW+DIS schemes, in
the following subsection, we compare their performance to the interference mitigation schemes
discussed in Section III.
C. Comparison of the Interference Mitigation Schemes
We consider the model depicted in Fig. 1, and consider quasi-static Rayleigh fading and path
loss. The cell radius and path loss exponent have been set to d = 2, and α = 4, respectively.
We assume that θ1 = θ2 = θ, and we compare the system performance for the six interference
mitigation schemes described so far, for two scenarios. The outage probabilities for the decoding
schemes have been plotted based on the analytical results for the MARP, AW+SIC, DIS, and
AW+DIS schemes, and the plots for MIS and MMSE-SIC are based on simulations.
As the first scenario, we assume that both of the UEs transmit with equal power, i.e. P1 =
P2 = P = 20 dB, and we consider an interference-limited scenario in which both of the UEs
are located at the cell edge, i.e., z = d, t = −d. We refer to these UEs as worst-case UEs.
We can readily see from Fig. 4 that, for R1 = R2 = 1 bit/sec/Hz (θ = 0 dB), we observe
a 72% reduction in the outage probability for UE 1 if we use anywhere decoding instead of
MARP. By using a combination of anywhere decoding and DIS, we obtain an additional 11%
reduction (83% compared to MARP) in the outage probability. As θ → 0, we observe that
there is approximately a 1.5 dB gap between the performances of the AW+SIC and MMSE-SIC
schemes. The significance of this observation is that we can achieve a performance close to
MMSE-SIC in the asymptotic regime while exchanging only a few bits among the BSs.
For the second scenario, we assume random UE locations, from halfway from their respective
base stations to the common cell edge, i.e., Z ∼ U [d/2, d] for UE 1 and T ∼ U [−d,−d/2] for
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Fig. 4: Outage probabilities of the six decoding schemes for UE 1, with both UEs located at
cell edge, i.e., z = d, t = −d.
UE 2. We further assume that the UEs perform power control for the purpose of full path loss
compensation, so that the average received powers at their associated BSs are Pr,avg = 10 dB.
Outage probabilities of the six decoding schemes for UE 1 are plotted in Fig. 5. For the symmetric
case in which R1 = R2 = 1 bit/sec/Hz (θ = 0 dB), the AW+SIC and AW+DIS schemes lead
to 42% and 63% reductions in the outage probability, respectively. As θ → 0, we again observe
that there is approximately a 1.5 dB gap between the performance of AW+SIC and MMSE-SIC
schemes, which suggests that this gap is independent of the respective positioning of the UEs
as well as their transmit power. Generally, we observe more pronounced gains for AW+SIC and
AW+DIS schemes if the UEs are located closer to the cell edge.
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Fig. 5: Outage probabilities of the six decoding schemes for UE 1, with UEs located randomly
and uniformly from halfway to their respective base stations to the common cell edge, i.e.,
Z ∼ U [d/2, d] for UE 1, T ∼ U [−d,−d/2] for UE 2.
V. PERFORMANCE OF UPLINK INTERFERENCE MITIGATION SCHEMES IN THE PRESENCE OF
INTERFERERS OUTSIDE THE COOPERATING CELLS
Similar to Section III, we first perform an outage probability analysis for the case in which
the locations of the users are fixed and there is no power control, in Section V-A. Later, in
Section V-B, we generalize the results to incorporate randomness in user locations as well as
power control. We primarily focus on deriving outage probability for the MARP scheme, which
is the baseline scheme, and also the anywhere decoding (AW+SIC) scheme.
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A. Fixed UE Locations, No Power Control
Let us consider the system model depicted in Fig. 1, and also assume a one-dimensional PPP
of interferers with intensity λ in the interval R \ (−2d, 2d), i.e., outside the two cooperating
cells. We assume independent Rayleigh fading and that all UEs use transmit power P . In this
subsection, we assume fixed locations for the two UEs in the cooperating cells.
The outage expressions derived in Sections III and IV can be reused by conditioning on the
interference coming from the Poisson field of interferers and then averaging over the interference.
Let I1 be the interference at BS 1 coming from Poisson interferers if they have unit transmit
power. In this case, the SINR for UE 1, treating UE 2 and the interference coming from the
Poisson field of interferers as noise, is
SINR1 =
P |h11|2
1 + PI1 + P |h21|2 =
P
1+PI1
|h11|2
1 + P
1+PI1
|h21|2
. (29)
In other words, we can obtain the outage expressions in the presence of a Poisson field of
interferers by substituting P
1+PI1
for P , and then averaging over I1. With this being said, we
analyze the outage for MARP and AW+SIC schemes in the following two subsections.
a) Outage Analysis for MARP: Following the notations in Section II-A, gx,1 denotes the
Rayleigh fading complex channel gain from point x to BS 1, Gx,1 = |gx,1|2 (E[Gx,1] = 1), and
we use the path loss model introduced therein. We use the outage expression in (7), and average
over I1, but before doing so, we define several functions to make the outage expressions more
concise. Let
L1(s) , E
[
e−sI1
]
= E exp
(
−
∑
x∈Φ
sGx,1
1 + |x+ d|α
)
(a)
= E
∏
x∈Φ
EG exp
(
− sGx,1
1 + |x+ d|α
)
= E
∏
x∈Φ
1
1 + s
1+|x+d|α
(b)
= exp
(
−λ
∫
R\(−2d,2d)
(
1− 1 + |x+ d|
α
s+ 1 + |x+ d|α
)
dx
)
,
L2(s) = exp
(
−λ
∫
R\(−2d,2d)
(
1− 1 + |x− d|
α
s+ 1 + |x− d|α
)
dx
)
,
where L1(s) and L2(s) are Laplace transforms of I1 and I2, respectively. Here (a) follows from
the independence of the fading random variables Gx,1, and (b) follows from the probability
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generating functional of the PPP [21]. Furthermore, define
K(a, b, θ1, θ2) , aθ1 + bθ2(1 + θ1), W (a, b, θ1, θ2) ,
bθ2(1 + θ1) + aθ1(1 + θ2)
1− θ1θ2 .
The outage probability for the MARP scheme is then
PMARPout1 (θ1) =
 fMARPI (λ11, λ21, P, θ2; θ1) if θ1 ≥ 1/θ2gMARPI (λ11, λ21, P, θ2; θ1) otherwise, (30)
where
fMARPI (a, b, P, θ2; θ1) = EI1
[
f
(
a, b,
P
1 + PI1
, θ2; θ1
)]
= 1− be
−aθ1
P L1(aθ1)
aθ1 + b
− ae
−K
P L1 (K)
a+ bθ2
,
gMARPI (a, b, P, θ2; θ1) = EI1
[
g
(
a, b,
P
1 + PI1
, θ2; θ1
)]
= fMARPI (a, b, P, θ2; θ1) +
ab(1− θ1θ2)e−WP L1(W )
(a+ bθ2)(aθ1 + b)
.
Using (27), the asymptotic outage probability for the symmetric case, i.e., θ1 = θ2 = θ, is
PMARPout1 (θ)
θ→0∼ EI1
[
λ11
(
I1 +
1
P
)
θ
]
=
λ11
P
(PE[I1] + 1) θ, (31)
where
E[I1] = E
∑
x∈Φ
(
Gx,1
1 + |x+ d|α
)
= E
∑
x∈Φ
(
EG[Gx,1]
1 + |x+ d|α
)
(a)
= λ
∫
R\(−2r,2r)
dx
1 + |x+ d|α , (32)
and (a) follows from Campbell’s theorem for sums [21]. Comparing (31) to (27), we observe
that there is an increase in the outage probability by a factor of PE[I1] + 1, and we note that
this factor is independent of the respective positioning of the UEs.
b) Outage Analysis for Anywhere Decoding with SIC: We define some additional functions
to make the outage expressions more concise. Let
L(c, d, θ1, θ2) , cθ1 + dθ2(1 + θ1), V (c, d, θ1, θ2) ,
dθ2(1 + θ1) + cθ1(1 + θ2)
1− θ1θ2 ,
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L(s1, s2) , E
[
e−s1I1e−s2I2
]
= E exp
(
−s1
∑
x∈Φ
(
Gx,1
1 + |x+ d|α
)
− s2
∑
x∈Φ
(
Gx,2
1 + |x− d|α
))
= E
∏
x∈Φ
EG exp
(
−s1
(
Gx,1
1 + |x+ d|α
)
− s2
(
Gx,2
1 + |x− d|α
))
= E
∏
x∈Φ
1(
1 + s1
1+|x+d|α
)(
1 + s2
1+|x+d|α
)
= exp
(
−λ
∫
R\(−2d,2d)
(
1− (1 + |x+ d|
α)(1 + |x− d|α)
(s1 + 1 + |x+ d|α) (s2 + 1 + |x− d|α)
)
dx
)
,
where L(s1, s2) is the joint Laplace transform of I1 and I2. With these defined, the outage
probability for AW+SIC can be derived in a similar way to MARP, leading to
PAW+SICout1 (θ1) =
 f
AW+SIC
I (λ11, λ21, λ12, λ22, θ2; θ1) if θ1 ≥ 1/θ2
gAW+SICI (λ11, λ21, λ12, λ22, θ2; θ1) otherwise,
(33)
where1
fAW+SICI (θ1) = EI1I2
[
f
(
a, b,
P
1 + PI1
, θ2; θ1
)
f
(
c, d,
P
1 + PI2
, θ2; θ1
)]
= fMARPI (a, b, θ2; θ1)−
de−
cθ1
P L2(cθ1)
cθ1 + d
− ce
−L
P L1(L)
c+ dθ2
+
bde−
(a+c)θ1
P L(aθ1, cθ1)
(aθ1 + b)(cθ1 + d)
+
bce−
aθ1+L
P L(aθ1, L)
(aθ1 + b)(c+ dθ2)
+
ade−
K+cθ1
P L(K, cθ1)
(a+ bθ2)(cθ1 + d)
+
ace−
K+L
P L(K,L)
(a+ bθ2)(c+ dθ2)
,
gAW+SICI (θ1) = EI1I2
[
g
(
a, b,
P
1 + PI1
, θ2; θ1)g(c, d,
P
1 + PI2
, θ2; θ1
)]
= fAWI (a, b, c, d, P, θ2; θ1)
+
cd(1− θ1θ2)e−VP
(c+ dθ2)(cθ1 + d)
×
(
L2(V )− be
−aθ1
P L(aθ1, V )
aθ1 + b
− ae
−K
P L(K,V )
a+ bθ2
)
+
ab(1− θ1θ2)e−WP
(a+ bθ2)(aθ1 + b)
×
(
L1(W )− de
− cθ1
P L(W, cθ1)
cθ1 + d
− ce
−L
P L(W,L)
c+ dθ2
)
+
abcd(1− θ1θ2)2
(a+ bθ2)(aθ1 + b)(c+ dθ2)(cθ1 + d)
e−
V+W
P L(W,V ).
1fAW+SICI (a, b, c, d, θ2; θ1) and g
AW+SIC
I (a, b, c, d, θ2; θ1) have been abbreviated as f
AW+SIC
I (θ1) and g
AW+SIC
I (θ1),
respectively.
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Using (27), the asymptotic outage probability for the symmetric case θ1 = θ2 = θ becomes
PAW+SICout1 (θ)
θ→0∼ E
[
λ11λ12
(
I1 +
1
P
)(
I2 +
1
P
)
θ2
]
=
λ11λ12
P 2
(
P 2E[I1I2] + P (E[I1] + E[I2]) + 1
)
θ2,
where E[I1] is derived in (32),
E[I2] = λ
∫
R\(−2d,2d)
dx
1 + |x− d|α ,
and
E[I1I2] = E
[∑
x∈Φ
(
Gx,1
1 + |x+ d|α
)∑
x∈Φ
(
Gx,2
1 + |x− d|α
)]
(a)
= E
[∑
x∈Φ
(
EG[Gx,1]
1 + |x+ d|α
)∑
x∈Φ
(
EG[Gx,2]
1 + |x− d|α
)]
= E
[∑
i
(
1
1 + |xi + d|α
)∑
j
(
1
1 + |xj − d|α
)]
= E
[∑
i
(
1
1 + |xi + d|α
1
1 + |xi − d|α +
1
1 + |xi + d|α
∑
j 6=i
1
1 + |xj − d|α
)]
(b)
= λ
∫
R\(−2d,2d)
dx
(1 + |x+ d|α)(1 + |x− d|α)
+ λ2
∫
R\(−2d,2d)
dx
1 + |x+ d|α
∫
R\(−2d,2d)
dx
1 + |x− d|α
= λ
∫
R\(−2d,2d)
dx
(1 + |x+ d|α)(1 + |x− d|α) + E[I1]E[I2],
and where (a) follows from the independence of Gx,1 and Gx,2, and (b) follows from Campbell’s
theorem for sums.
If the system is symmetric in terms of the out-of-cooperating-cell interferers, we have E[I1] =
E[I2]. Additionally, if E[I1I2] ' E[I1]E[I2], which happens if there is limited spatial correlation
between I1 and I2, we have
PAW+SICout1 (θ) ∼
λ11λ12
P 2
(PE[I1] + 1)2 θ2, (34)
which means that we should anticipate the same horizontal shifts, i.e., 10 log10 (PE[I1] + 1) in
the outage plots of both the baseline and AW+SIC schemes, whenever we have a PPP field of
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interferers outside the cooperating cells. We can infer this from (34), (31), (27), and (12).
B. Random UE Locations with Power Control
We consider the same system model as discussed in Section V-A, except for these two
additions:
• We consider uplink power control (full path loss compensation) for the users within the
cooperating cells, i.e., cells 1 and 2, and we additionally assume that the PPP field of
interferers with intensity λ in the interval R − (−2d, 2d) transmit with maximum power.
By maximum power, we mean the power they would send if they performed power control
and were located at their corresponding cell edges.
• The two users under consideration, i.e., UE 1 and UE 2, are located uniformly at random
in the interval from their cell centers to their cell edges.
For this scenario, we can reuse the outage probability expressions derived in Section V-A by
considering an equivalent system model. Instead of considering a transmit power of Pλ11 at
UE 1 (which means its corresponding received power at BS 1 and BS 2 are P and Pλ11/λ12,
respectively), we assume that we have an equivalent system in which the transmit power is always
P , but the values for the corresponding path losses have been updated. Let us denote the updated
values for λij with λPij , so that λ
P
11 = 1, λ
P
12 = λ12/λ11, λ
P
21 = λ21/λ22, and λ
P
22 = 1. Similarly,
for the signals coming from the PPP field of interferers, we can assume that the transmit power
is equal to P , and the corresponding path loss values are multiplied by 1 + dα. The reason
for this approach is that we can reuse the expressions derived in the previous subsection, i.e.,
(30) and (33), with fixed transmit power P , and incorporate the effect of power control in the
updated path loss values. This is how we can incorporate power control in the outage probability
derivations. To incorporate randomness in the locations of the UEs in the cooperating cells, we
average over the locations of the UEs, as in Section III-B.
C. Outage Performance Comparison of AW+SIC and MARP Schemes
We consider the model depicted in Fig. 1 and quasi-static Rayleigh fading and path loss. The
cell length and path loss exponent have been set to d = 2, and α = 4, respectively. Additionally,
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we assume a one-dimensional PPP of interferers with intensity λ = 0.25 (one user per cell, on
average) in R\(−2d, 2d). We assume that θ1 = θ2 = θ, and we compare the system performance
for the MARP and AW+SIC schemes, considering two different scenarios.
First, we assume that both UEs (as well as the interferers outside the cooperating cells) transmit
with equal power, i.e. P1 = P2 = P = 20 dB, and we consider an interference-limited scenario,
in which both of the UEs are located at the cell edge, i.e., z = d, t = −d. Fig. 6 illustrates the
outage probability of the MARP and AW+SIC decoding schemes in the presence and absence
of PPP interferers outside the cooperating cells. The plot in Fig. 6 is based on (30) and (33) for
Poisson interferers and (11) and (25) for no Poisson interferers outside the cooperating cells,
respectively. If there is a PPP field of interferers outside the cooperating cells, there is a 59%
reduction in the outage probability if we use AW+SIC instead of MARP. On the other hand, as
mentioned earlier in Section V-A, for the asymptotic regime, we have almost the same horizontal
shift for both the MARP and AW+SIC schemes if we have PPP field of interferers, which is
quantified by 10 log10(PE[I1] + 1).
Second, we assume that the UEs in the cooperating cells are located uniformly at random in
the interval from their cell centers to cell edges and perform power control. The target received
power at the associated BSs for all cells is 10 dB. The outage probability for AW+SIC and
MARP schemes have been depicted in Fig. 7 in the presence and absence of the PPP field of
interferers outside the cooperating cells. We observe the same horizontal shift in the asymptotic
regime, both for the MARP and AW schemes, and also compared to Fig. 6, which is an indication
of the fact that the value of the horizontal shift is independent of the respective positioning of
the UEs within the cooperating cells, and also of the power control scheme utilized by the UEs.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel low-overhead uplink interference mitigation scheme has been explored
for cellular systems. This scheme is based on the insight that for uplink transmissions it is not
important at which BS the signal from a specific UE is decoded. We can leverage this fact by
having flexible decoding assignments in which the cooperating BSs decode UEs collaboratively.
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Fig. 6: Outage probability of MARP and AW+SIC schemes w/ and w/o PPP interferers outside
the cooperating cells, both UEs located at cell edge.
We have shown considerable reductions in the outage probability relative to the baseline scheme
with no BS cooperation, specifically for cell-edge UEs. Asymptotic results indicate that there is
a 1.5 dB gap between the performance of anywhere decoding and full BS cooperation.
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